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ELECTROMAGNETIC radiation Weu

ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC countermeasures Pemc
ELECTRONIC data transfer Nie
ELECTRONIC displays Hikj
ELECTRONIC mail Xkekc
ELECTRONIC warfare Pko

ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS specialists Roc
ELECTRONICS maintenance Pwcc
ELECTRONICS maintenance skills Skce
ELECTRONICS troubleshooting Pwcca
EMBEDDED
  EMBEDDED training  Ehp

EMERGENCY
  EMERGENCY procedures  Wcm

EMISSIONS
  EMISSIONS / smoke / vapors / dust  Wcroa

EMPLOYEE
  EMPLOYEE involvement  Fiqec

EMPLOYMENT
  Equal EMPLOYMENT Opportunity  Fes
  Equal EMPLOYMENT Opportunity training  Ebxc
  Post-service EMPLOYMENT  Bqk

ENDURANCE
  ENDURANCE  Mkeea

ENFORCEMENT
  Law ENFORCEMENT skills  Skm

ENGAGEMENT
  ENGAGEMENT simulation  Epcca

ENGINEERING
  Display ENGINEERING  Hi
  Combat ENGINEERING support  Pwg
  Control ENGINEERING  Hg
  ENGINEERING education programs  Esg
  Human factors ENGINEERING design  Hc
  Human Factors ENGINEERING  H
  Facilities ENGINEERING  Hs
  ENGINEERING personnel  Rot
  Equipment ENGINEERING  Hqa
  Knowledge ENGINEERING  Kse
  Vehicle ENGINEERING  Ho
  Weapon systems ENGINEERING  Hqa
  Systems ENGINEERING  Hq

ENGINEERS
  Scientists / ENGINEERS  Rov

ENGINES
  Inference ENGINES  Ksca

ENHANCEMENT
  Knowledge ENHANCEMENT  Koa
  Memory ENHANCEMENT  Kui
Productivity ENHANCEMENT  Gicia
Performance ENHANCEMENT  Mbv
Skill ENHANCEMENT training  Ebve

ENLISTED
  ENLISTED personnel  Rbi
  Navy ENLISTED Classification  Deeg

ENLISTMENT
  ENLISTMENT forecasting  Beec
  ENLISTMENT / reenlistment projection systems  Bgkc
  ENLISTMENT decision  Ci
  ENLISTMENT rates  Cuc
  ENLISTMENT standards  Cea
  First-term ENLISTMENT  Feig
  ENLISTMENT guarantees  Cgia
  ENLISTMENT options  Cgia
  ENLISTMENT incentives  Cgi
  ENLISTMENT data  Cu

ENRICHED
  ENRICHED job aids  Mha

ENRICHMENT
  Job ENRICHMENT  Geqe

ENTRY
  Data ENTRY  Ni
  Delayed ENTRY program  Cgig
  Lateral ENTRY  Dbc
  Initial ENTRY training  Ebca

ENVIRONMENT
  Aerospace ENVIRONMENT  Wge
  Battlefield ENVIRONMENT  Wgi
  Desert ENVIRONMENT  Wgcc
  ENVIRONMENT simulation  Epu
  ENVIRONMENT complexity  Klcc
  Marine ENVIRONMENT  Wgci
  Physical ENVIRONMENT  Wg
  Mountain ENVIRONMENT  Wgce
  Natural ENVIRONMENT  Wgc
  Shipboard ENVIRONMENT  Wgg
  Virtual ENVIRONMENT  Epya
  Training ENVIRONMENT  Edgk
  Testing ENVIRONMENT  Vn
  Wooded / jungle ENVIRONMENT  Wgcg
  Underwater ENVIRONMENT  Wgci
  Workplace ENVIRONMENT  Wi
ENVIRONMENTAL

ENVIRONMENTAL chambers Hcki
ENVIRONMENTAL factors We
Safety / ENVIRONMENTAL factors W

ENVIRONMENTS

Dynamic ENVIRONMENTS Klca
Information-processing ENVIRONMENTS Kl
Real-time ENVIRONMENTS Klg

EQUAL

EQUAL Employment Opportunity training Ebxc
EQUAL Employment Opportunity Fes

EQUILIBRIUM

EQUILIBRIUM Mlica

EQUIPMENT

Automated systems / EQUIPMENT XI
ADP EQUIPMENT Xla
Command / control / communication systems / EQUIPMENT Xk
EQUIPMENT requirements Hqcca
EQUIPMENT obsolescence Hqka
EQUIPMENT design Hqcfa
EQUIPMENT test / evaluation Hqia
EQUIPMENT maintenance requirements Hqggca
Escape systems / EQUIPMENT Xtu
EQUIPMENT engineering. Hqaga
Live EQUIPMENT training Eht
Intelligence systems / EQUIPMENT Xaq
Maintenance systems / EQUIPMENT Xpa
Life support systems / EQUIPMENT Xtp
Loading EQUIPMENT Xrkga
Navigation systems / EQUIPMENT Xja
Protective / safety EQUIPMENT Xta
Support systems / EQUIPMENT Xra
Recovery systems / EQUIPMENT Xtwaa
Soldier-carried EQUIPMENT Xwia
Research EQUIPMENT Xwo
Rescue systems / EQUIPMENT Xtw
Training EQUIPMENT development Ef
Survival systems / EQUIPMENT Xtaa
Training EQUIPMENT procurement / acquisition Efc
Surveillance / detection systems / EQUIPMENT Xha
Thermal protection systems / EQUIPMENT Xto
Systems / EQUIPMENT Xs
System / EQUIPMENT maintainability Hqgg
Weapon systems / EQUIPMENT Xc
ERGONOMIC
  ERGONOMIC assessment  Hcma

ERROR
  Human ERROR  Mek
  Pilot ERROR  Meke
  Operator ERROR  Mekc

ESCAPE
  Crew ESCAPE capsule  Xtua
  ESCAPE systems / equipment  Xtu

ESL
  ESL skills  Sgega

ESSENTIAL
  ESSENTIAL manning  Feeka
  ESSENTIAL skills  Sga

ESTEEM
  Self ESTEEM  Fiqcq

ESTIMATION
  Casualty ESTIMATION  Beegc
  Target range ESTIMATION  Pum

ESTIMATORS
  ESTIMATORS  Vwa

ETHICAL
  Moral / ETHICAL issues  Fqm

ETHICS
  Organizational ETHICS  Geoga

ETHNIC
  Racial / ETHNIC background  Rrm
  Racial / ETHNIC mix  Ggee
  Racial / ETHNIC conflict  Fqeg
  Racial / ETHNIC issues  Fqe

EVALUATION
  Career counseling EVALUATION  Fckg
  Curriculum EVALUATION  Ewi
  Classification EVALUATION  Deg
  Equipment test / EVALUATION  Hqia
  Health services EVALUATION  Fmkg
  HFE design EVALUATION  Hcm
  EVALUATION models  Vhf
  Instructional methods EVALUATION  Ewg
Mobilization EXERCISES Ebme
Readiness training / EXERCISES Ebm

EXERTION
Physical effort / EXERTION Mkei

EXPECTATIONS
Service EXPECTATIONS Fiqes

EXPENSES
Meal EXPENSES Fgeua

EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE Koq
Level of EXPERIENCE Rt
Skills / EXPERIENCE mix Ggeg

EXPERIENCE-BASED
EXPERIENCE-BASED learning Koqc

EXPERIMENTAL
LHX Light Helicopter EXPERIMENTAL Xfea

EXPERT
EXPERT systems Ksca
Knowledge-based EXPERT systems Ksc

EXPERTS
EXPERTS Rte

EXPLOSIVES
EXPLOSIVES Wcrmc

EXPORTABLE
Transferable / EXPORTABLE systems Xy

EXTENTION
Arm EXTENTION Mkceea
Limb EXTENTION Mkce
Leg EXTENTION Mkceea

EYE
EYE protectors Xte
EYE movement Mleg
EYE hazards Wcrk

EYE-HAND
EYE-HAND coordination Mncc
F-14
  F-14 Tomcat Xfcca

F-15
  F-15 Eagle Xfcca

F-16
  F-16 Fighting Falcon Xfcca

F-18
  F-18 Hornet Xfcca

F-22
  F-22 ATF Xfcca

F-117
  F-117 Night Hawk Xfcca

F/A-18
  F/A-18 Hornet Xfcca

FAA
  FAA Gceiae

FACE
  FACE masks Xtk

FACILITIES
  FACILITIES maintenance skills Skcc
  Health care FACILITIES Fmi
  FACILITIES engineering Hs
  FACILITIES maintenance Hsg
  FACILITIES design Hse
  FACILITIES maintenance systems Xpe
  Recreational FACILITIES Fgesa
  Training FACILITIES Eq

FACILITY
  FACILITY requirements Hsc

FACTOR
  FACTOR / cluster analysis Vfccm
FACTORS
  Career choice FACTORS Fcee
  Community / social-related FACTORS Fiqi
  Economic FACTORS Boc
  Individual career FACTORS Fci
  Human FACTORS Engineering H
  Family-related FACTORS Fiqg
  Environmental FACTORS We
  Human FACTORS engineering design Hc
  Manpower availability FACTORS Bo
  Job-related effectiveness FACTORS Fiqe
  Psychological FACTORS Miw
  Physical FACTORS Mk
  Personal effectiveness FACTORS Fiqc
  Psychophysiological FACTORS Mi
  Safety / environmental FACTORS W
  Recruit influencing FACTORS Cic
  Training design FACTORS Edgc
  Training success FACTORS Ewke
  Testing theories / FACTORS Vj

FAKING
  Test response FAKING Vjc

FALCON
  F-16 Fighting FALCON Xfcca

FAMILIES
  FAMILIES Rx
  Military FAMILIES Rxa

FAMILY
  FAMILY relocation Fiqgg
  FAMILY separation Fiqge
  FAMILY harmony Fiqgi
  FAMILY counseling / support programs Fmmi
  FAMILY values Fiqgc

FAMILY-RELATED
  FAMILY-RELATED factors Fiqg

FAST
  FAST Vuoa

FATIGUE
  Battle FATIGUE Mieca
  FATIGUE Mik
FAULT
FAULT detection / diagnosis systems Xpc
FAULT isolation systems Xpca

FEAR
FEAR Miwc

FEDERAL
FEDERAL government Gce
FEDERAL Aviation Administration Gceie

FEEDBACK
Computer-aided FEEDBACK Ejm
Control FEEDBACK Hgca
Job performance FEEDBACK Fiqeq
Performance FEEDBACK Mck
Training FEEDBACK Edi

FEMALES
Attitudes toward FEMALES Mfej
Attitudes of FEMALES Mfei
FEMALES Rrc

FIBER-OPTIC
FIBER-OPTIC communications Xkec

FIDELITY
Image FIDELITY Higea
Realism / FIDELITY Hqcu

FIELD
FIELD exercises Ebmc
FIELD combat skills Semc
FIELD dependence theory Vje
FIELD tests Vne
FIELD combat Pomca
FIELD medical care Fmee
FIELD artillery Xcga

FIELD-OF-VIEW
FIELD-OF-VIEW Mlek

FIGHTER
FIGHTER aircraft Xfcc

FIGHTERS
Fire FIGHTERS Rorc
FIGHTING
Fire FIGHTING Posg
F-16 FIGHTING Falcon Xfca
Ground FIGHTING vehicles Xdca

FILE
FILE merging Nkka

FILES
Personnel FILES Feqa

FILMS
FILMS Ykc

FINDERS
Laser range FINDERS Xct

FIRE
FIRE fighters Rorc
FIRE support vehicles Xdce
FIRE support Psg
FIRE fighting Posg
FIRE control Pse
FIRE direction Psea
FIRE hazards Wcri
Sustained artillery FIRE Psi

FIRE-PROTECTIVE
FIRE-PROTECTIVE clothing Xtck

FIREFIGHTING
FIREFIGHTING skills Ses
FIREFIGHTING trainer / simulator Epse

FIRING
Weapon FIRING / launch Prg

FIRST-TERM
FIRST-TERM attrition Feicc
FIRST-TERM enlistment Feig

FITNESS
Physical FITNESS Mkeo

FIXED-WING
FIXED-WING aircraft Xfc

FLAT
FLAT panel displays Hiki
FLEET
   FLEET medical care  Fmec
   FLEET exercises  Ebmi

FLIGHT
   Automated FLIGHT control systems  Xfmec
   FLIGHT training  Ebj
   FLIGHT simulation  Epi
   FLIGHT management systems  Xfmea
   FLIGHT control systems  Xfme
   FLIGHT suits  Xtcc
   FLIGHT Aptitude Selection Test  Vuo
   FLIGHT deck personnel  Rie
   Low-altitude FLIGHT systems  Xfmi
   Terrain-following FLIGHT systems  Xfmia

FLIR
   FLIR displays  Hiklc
   FLIR  Xhcga

FLOW
   Function FLOW analysis  Tcga
   Information FLOW  Kg

FLOWCHARTS
   FLOWCHARTS  Ygc

FLY-BY-WIRE
   FLY-BY-WIRE  Hoca

FLYING
   FLYING  Seka

FOOD
   FOOD  Mkia

FORCE
   Air FORCE Specialty Codes  Deec
   Air FORCE Vocational and Occupational Interest Inventory  Vue
   Air FORCE Officer Qualifying Test  Vuc
   Air FORCE  Gcege
   FORCE reduction  Bgi
   FORCE capability  Bi
   FORCE effectiveness  Bia
   FORCE structure  Bm
   Opposing FORCE  Rqg
   Wind FORCE  Wej
   Volunteer FORCE  Bmk
FORCES
- Armed FORCES Qualification Test  Vug
- Gravitational FORCES  Weoca
- Ground FORCES  Rhca
- Special FORCES  Rhg
- Reserve military FORCES  Gcegm

FORECASTING
- FORECASTING models  Vhme
- Enlistment FORECASTING  Beec
- Manpower FORECASTING  Bee
- Manpower loss FORECASTING  Beeg
- Reenlistment FORECASTING  Beee
- Workload FORECASTING / prediction  Teec

FOREIGN
- FOREIGN personnel  Rue
- FOREIGN countries  Gccc
- Sea / FOREIGN duty pay  Fgcoa

FORMATS
- Display presentation FORMATS  Him

FORSTALS
- FORSTALS  Vhia

FORWARD
- FORWARD observers  Rhci
- FORWARD area operations  Poga

FOUR-YEAR
- FOUR-YEAR colleges  Eqiea

FOURIER
- FOURIER analysis  Vfcci

FREEZES
- Pay caps / FREEZES  Fgck

FRIENDLINESS
- User FRIENDLINESS  Hqcw

FRIENDSHIPS
- Group FRIENDSHIPS / affiliations  Ggcca

FRONT-END
- FRONT-END analysis  Tcc

FULLY
- FULLY proceduralized job aids  Mha
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FUNCTION
  Brain FUNCTION / structure Moa
  FUNCTION allocation Hec
  FUNCTION analysis Tcg
  FUNCTION flow analysis Tcga

FUNCTIONAL
  FUNCTIONAL support specialists Rq

FUNCTIONS
  Automated instructor FUNCTIONS Ejk
  Critical FUNCTIONS analysis Tcga
  Neurological FUNCTIONS Moa
  Perceptual-motor FUNCTIONS / processes Mn
  Neuromuscular FUNCTIONS / processes Mna
  Psychomotor FUNCTIONS Mna

FUSION
  Data FUSION Kjgc

FUZZY
  FUZZY thinking Ksk
  FUZZY controllers Kska
G

G-FORCES
  G-FORCES

GAINS
  Personnel GAINS / losses

GALAXY
  C-5 GALAXY

GAMES
  Computer GAMES
  GAMES
  Management simulation / GAMES
  Video GAMES

GAPS
  Data GAPS

GAS
  GAS masks

GATHERING
  Intelligence GATHERING

GENERAL
  GENERAL Schedule

GENERALIZABILITY
  GENERALIZABILITY of training

GENERATION
  Computer image GENERATION

GENERATORS
  Scene GENERATORS / simulators

GENERIC
  Systems by GENERIC mode of operation

GEOGRAPHIC
  GEOGRAPHIC location
  GEOGRAPHIC data
GI
GI bill Fgema

GLARE
GLARE Wele

GLASS
GLASS cockpit Hiqea

GLASSES
Safety GLASSES Xtea

GLOVE
Data GLOVE Epyc

GOALS
Career GOALS Fcec
Organizational GOALS / objectives Gek
Personal GOALS / objectives Fiqci
Training GOALS / standards Edea

GOoggles
Night vision GOoggles Xhic

GOVERNMENT
Federal GOVERNMENT Gce

GOVERNMENTS
State / local GOVERNMENTS Gcg

GRADE
GRADE / specialty substitution Fece
GRADE / skill substitution Fecea
GRADE distribution Bmo

GRADE-SKILL
GRADE-SKILL imbalance Fecc

GRADES
Pay GRADES / scales Fgci
Occupational GRADES / skill levels Fime

GRADUATE
GRADUATE students Rroeea

GRADUATES
College GRADUATES Rroi
High school GRADUATES Rrog
Service academy GRADUATES Rrok
GRAPHIC
  GRAPHIC information  Kcg
  GRAPHIC displays  Himc

GRAPHICAL
  GRAPHICAL models  Vhp

GRAPHICS
  Computer-generated GRAPHICS  Higca
  GRAPHICS / mapping software  Noo

GRAPHS
  GRAPHS  Ygi

GRAVITATIONAL
  GRAVITATIONAL forces  Weoca

GRIEVANCE
  GRIEVANCE procedures  Fewa

GROUND
  GROUND forces  Rhca
  GROUND combat  Pomc
  GROUND combat personnel  Rhc
  GROUND vehicles / vehicle systems  Xd
  GROUND fighting vehicles  Xdca
  GROUND crews  Rqp
  GROUND combat vehicles  Xdc

GROUND-BASED
  GROUND-BASED tests  Vnea

GROUP
  GROUP decision-making  Ggge
  GROUP development / processes  Gg
  GROUP dynamics  Ggc
  GROUP composition / structure  Gge
  GROUP loyalty  Ggcca
  GROUP friendships / affiliations  Ggcca
  GROUP performance  Ggg
  GROUP / team effectiveness  Gggg
  GROUP problem-solving  Gggc
  GROUP productivity  Gice
  GROUP competition / cooperation  Ggci
  GROUP training  Ehi
  GROUP / team tasks  Tgo
  GROUP identification  Ggce
  GROUP cohesiveness  Ggcc
  Peer GROUP / intergroup models  Vhce
GROUPS
Homogeneous GROUPS Ggek
Heterogeneous GROUPS Ggei
Small GROUPS Ggem

GS
GS Feda

GUARANTEE
Computerized GUARANTEE systems Cwe

GUARANTEES
Enlistment GUARANTEES Cgia
Location GUARANTEES Cgie
School GUARANTEES Cgic

GUARD
National GUARD Gcegk
U.S. Coast GUARD Gceic

GUARDS
GUARDS Rqma

GUESSING
Test response GUESSING Vjo

GUIDANCE
GUIDANCE counselors Rqdc

GUIDEBOOKS
GUIDEBOOKS Yeea

GUIDELINES
Design GUIDELINES Hqcee
GUIDELINES Yyc
Training GUIDELINES Ela

GUIDES
GUIDES / manuals Yee
User's GUIDES Yeee
Teacher's GUIDES Elqa

GUNFIRE
GUNFIRE trainers / simulators Epgc

GUNNERS
GUNNERS Rhe
GUNNERY
  Anti-tank / anti-armor GUNNERY  Psc
  GUNNERY skills  Semg
  GUNNERY  Ps

GUNS
  Machine GUNS  Xcs
HABITABILITY
   HABITABILITY  Wic

HAND
   HAND tools  Xrcc

HAND-OFF
   Target HAND-OFF  Puq

HANDBOOKS
   HANDBOOKS  Yeea

HANDHELD
   HANDHELD devices  Xwic

HANDICAPPED
   HANDICAPPED personnel  Rrqa

HANDLING
   Weapons HANDLING  Pri

HANDS-OFF
   HANDS-OFF controls  Hgek

HANDS-ON
   HANDS-ON tests  Vqie
   HANDS-ON training  Ehja

HARASSMENT
   Sexual HARASSMENT  Fqgg

HARDNESS
   System HARDNESS  Hqgca

HARMONY
   Family HARMONY  Fiqgi

HARNESSES
   Safety HARNESSES  Xtsa

HARRIER
   AV-1 HARRIER  Xfga
HAWK
F-117 Night HAWK Xfcca
HAWK Xcia

HAZARD
HAZARD reduction Wcga

HAZARDOUS
HAZARDOUS materials Wcrm
HAZARDOUS duty pay Fgcoa

HAZARDS
Chemical HAZARDS Wcrg
Biological HAZARDS Wcre
Fire HAZARDS Wcri
Eye HAZARDS Wcrk
Nuclear HAZARDS Wcrca
Occupational HAZARDS Wcr
Radiological HAZARDS Wcr
Workplace HAZARDS Wcra

HEAD
HEAD movement Mtc

HEAD-COUPLED
HEAD-COUPLED displays Hiqia

HEAD-UP
HEAD-UP displays Hiqg
HEAD-UP controls Hgem

HEADGEAR
HEADGEAR Xti

HEALTH
Dependents HEALTH care Fmgg
HEALTH patterns Fmkki
HEALTH manpower Roxa
HEALTH care facilities Fmi
HEALTH care programs / services Fmgl
HEALTH and human services Fm
HEALTH care delivery Fm
HEALTH care data Fmkk
HEALTH care costs Fmke
HEALTH care benefits Fgec
HEALTH care specialists Rox
HEALTH services management / planning Fmk
HEALTH manpower utilization Fmkc
HEALTH Fiqck
HEALTH services evaluation Fmkg
HEALTH maintenance programs  Fmgi
Mental HEALTH programs / services  Fmge
Occupational HEALTH  Fmc

HEARING
HEARING protectors  Xtg
HEARING loss  Miegca

HEAT
Body HEAT loss  Miegca
HEAT stress  Miegca

HEIGHT
Body HEIGHT  Mkcca

HELICOPTER
AAH Advanced Attack HELICOPTER  Xfea
HELICOPTER crews  Rla
LHX Light HELICOPTER Experimental  Xfea

HELICOPTERS
HELICOPTERS  Xfea

HELMET-MOUNTED
HELMET-MOUNTED displays  Hiqc
HELMET-MOUNTED systems  Xcw

HELMETS
HELMETS  Xtia

HELP
Online user HELP  Hee

HERCULES
C-130 HERCULES  Xfcka

HETEROGENEOUS
HETEROGENEOUS groups  Ggei

HEURISTIC
HEURISTIC models  Vhr

HFE
HFE design criteria  Hcca
HFE design evaluation  Hcm
HFE design principles  Hcc
HFE design tradeoffs  Hco
HFE tools  Hck
HFE design appraisal  Hcma
HIGH
   HIGH school graduates Rrog
   HIGH altitude Weie
   HIGH school students Rroec
   HIGH school nongraduate Rroc
   HIGH schools Eqic

HIGH-AROUSAL
   HIGH-AROUSAL states Mbqg

HIGH-FREQUENCY
   HIGH-FREQUENCY noise Weqe
   HIGH-FREQUENCY vibration Wese

HIGH-QUALITY
   HIGH-QUALITY recruits Cqcc

HIGH-RESOLUTION
   HIGH-RESOLUTION displays Hiec

HIGH-SKILL
   HIGH-SKILL jobs Fkic

HIRING
   HIRING practices Dca

HISPANICS
   HISPANICS Rrma

HISTORICAL
   HISTORICAL data Vcka

HISTORY
   Career HISTORY Fcgk
   Drug use HISTORY Cke

HOLOGRAPHIC
   HOLOGRAPHIC displays Hikga

HOMOGENEOUS
   HOMOGENEOUS groups Ggek

HORNET
   F-18 HORNET Xfcca
   F/A-18 HORNET Xfcea

HOUSING
   HOUSING benefits Fgeo
   Supplemental HOUSING allowance Fgeoa
HOVERCRAFT
   HOVERCRAFT  Xceea

HOWITZER
   HOWITZER  Xcga

HUMAN
   HUMAN performance effectiveness  Me
   HUMAN resources management databases  Fs
   HUMAN performance measurement  Mc
   Health and HUMAN services  Fm
   HUMAN performance capabilities  Mb
   HUMAN performance tests  Vss
   HUMAN resources information systems  Fsc
   HUMAN relations management  Gkcm
   HUMAN relations skills  Sio
   HUMAN Factors Engineering  H
   HUMAN operator models  Vhdk
   HUMAN factors engineering design  Hc
   HUMAN relations personnel  Rqde
   HUMAN performance  M
   HUMAN services programs  Fmm
   HUMAN error  Mek
   HUMAN services organizations  Gci
   HUMAN analogues  Xwoc
   HUMAN response time  Mbs
   HUMAN resources management  F
   HUMAN resource accounting  Fem

HUMAN-COMPUTER
   HUMAN-COMPUTER interface  Hea

HUMAN-MACHINE
   HUMAN-MACHINE interface  Hcea

HUMIDITY
   HUMIDITY  Wef

HYBRID
   HYBRID job aids  Mha

HYDROFOILS
   HYDROFOILS  Xeci

HYPERMEDIA
   HYPERMEDIA  Yo

HYPERTEXT
   HYPERTEXT  Yoc
ICONS
  ICONS  Higgca

ICW
  ICW  Ejca

IDENTIFICATION
  Group IDENTIFICATION  Ggce
  Target IDENTIFICATION / classification  Pug

ILLNESS
  Mental ILLNESS  Mkk

ILLUMINATION
  ILLUMINATION  Wel

IMAGE
  Computer IMAGE generation  Higc
  Display IMAGE quality  Hige
  Display IMAGE orientation  Higga
  Display IMAGE magnification  Higga
  IMAGE intensity  Higea
  IMAGE contrast  Higea
  IMAGE distortion  Higea
  IMAGE recognition / processing  Kmoe
  IMAGE resolution  Higea
  IMAGE shading  Higea
  IMAGE texture  Higea
  IMAGE attenuation  Higea
  IMAGE fidelity  Higea

IMAGERY
  Mental IMAGERY  Kmgk

IMAGING
  Sonic IMAGING displays  Hikea

IMBALANCE
  Grade-skill IMBALANCE  Fecc
  Occupational IMBALANCE  Fecca
IMPLEMENTATION
   Change IMPLEMENTATION  Geia
   Policy IMPLEMENTATION  Gemi

IMPROVEMENT
   Productivity IMPROVEMENT  Gici
   Personal IMPROVEMENT / social training  Ebx
   Personal IMPROVEMENT / social skills  Si
   Safety IMPROVEMENT  Wcg

IN-FLIGHT
   IN-FLIGHT tests  Vng

IN-TRAINING
   IN-TRAINING personnel  Reea

INCENTIVES
   INCENTIVES  Fiqee
   Enlistment INCENTIVES  Cgi
   Reenlistment INCENTIVES  Feiie
   Recruiting INCENTIVES / inducements  Cgia

INCOMPLETE
   INCOMPLETE information  Kjea

INDEXES
   Listings / INDEXES  Yce

INDEXING
   INDEXING languages  Ycc

INDIANS
   American INDIANS  Rrma

INDIRECT-FIRE
   INDIRECT-FIRE weapons  Xcn

INDIVIDUAL
   INDIVIDUAL development  Geq
   INDIVIDUAL roles  Geei
   INDIVIDUAL differences  Mei
   INDIVIDUAL weapons  Xcp
   INDIVIDUAL productivity  Gicc
   INDIVIDUAL career factors  Fci

INDIVIDUAL-ORGANIZATION
   INDIVIDUAL-ORGANIZATION relationships  Geek

INDIVIDUALIZED
   INDIVIDUALIZED instruction  Ehg
INDIVIDUALS' accounts

INDUCEMENTS
Recruiting incentives / INDUCEMENTS

INDUCTIVE reasoning

INDUSTRIAL mobilization

INDUSTRY competition
Private INDUSTRY

INEQUALITY
Sex INEQUALITY
Racial INEQUALITY

INFANTRY
INFANTRY
Motorized INFANTRY

INFERENCEx Logical INFERENCEx
INFERENCEx engines
INFERENCEx

INFLUENCING
Recruit INFLUENCING factors

INFORMATION
Attrition management INFORMATION systems
Graphic INFORMATION
Human resources INFORMATION systems
Incomplete INFORMATION
INFORMATION processing strategies
INFORMATION retrieval systems
Intelligence INFORMATION
INFORMATION storage / retrieval systems
INFORMATION exchange
INFORMATION overload
INFORMATION flow
Management INFORMATION systems
INFORMATION processing
INFORMATION systems by type
International INFORMATION exchange
INFORMATION interference
Interdisciplinary INFORMATION exchange
INFORMATION characteristics  Kj
INFORMATION acquisition   Kf
INFORMATION seeking   Kfa
Manpower management INFORMATION systems  Bgk
INFORMATION processing / cognition   K
INFORMATION requirements   Kd
INFORMATION classification   Kie
Occupational INFORMATION systems   Fcki
Multi-sensory INFORMATION processing   Mlm
Recruiting INFORMATION systems   Cwc
Tactical INFORMATION   Kck
Verbal INFORMATION   Kcc
Voice INFORMATION   Kcca
Types of INFORMATION   Kc
Technical INFORMATION   Kci
Visual INFORMATION   Kce

INFORMATION-PROCESSING
INFORMATION-PROCESSING environments   Kl

INFRARED
INFRARED detection   Xhcg

INITIAL
INITIAL entry training   Ebca
INITIAL skills   Sga
INITIAL assignment   Dge

INJURY
INJURY compensation   Fgece
INJURY analysis / prediction / prevention   Wcqg
INJURY   Wcq

INNOVATION
Attitudes toward technological INNOVATION   Mfes

INNOVATIONS
Compensation INNOVATIONS   Fgcc
Design INNOVATIONS   Hqcs

INPUT
INPUT data requirements   Kdc
Pen-based INPUT   Nig

INPUT-OUTPUT
INPUT-OUTPUT modeling   Vgea

INPUTS
Multiple-sensory INPUTS   Kle
INSTINCTS

INSTRUCTION

Computer-based INSTRUCTION  
Classroom INSTRUCTION  
Computer-integrated INSTRUCTION  
Computer-aided INSTRUCTION  
Individualized INSTRUCTION  
Learner-centered INSTRUCTION  
Lecture INSTRUCTION  
Peer INSTRUCTION  
Programmed INSTRUCTION  
Self-paced INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTIONAL

Adaptive INSTRUCTIONAL strategies  
INSTRUCTIONAL methods evaluation  
INSTRUCTIONAL theory  
INSTRUCTIONAL design  
INSTRUCTIONAL system development  
INSTRUCTIONAL deficiency  
INSTRUCTIONAL materials  
INSTRUCTIONAL approaches / methods  
INSTRUCTIONAL strategies

INSTRUCTOR

Automated INSTRUCTOR functions  
INSTRUCTOR materials  
INSTRUCTOR effectiveness  
INSTRUCTOR stations  
INSTRUCTOR skills  
Student / INSTRUCTOR ratios
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INTELLIGIBILITY
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- INTERACTIVE videodiscs Ykkc
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INTERNAL
  INTERNAL communications Xkeg

INTERNATIONAL
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INTERPRETABILITY
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INTERVALS
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INTERVENTION
  Change INTERVENTION  Geia

INTERVIEWS
  INTERVIEWS  Vcc

INTRA-GROUP
  Inter-group / INTRA-GROUP communications  Ggcg

INTRUDER
  A-6 INTRUDER  Xfcea

INTUITION
  INTUITION  Kmge

INVENTORIES
  INVENTORIES  Vci
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INVOLVEMENT
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ISD
  ISD  Eda

ISOLATION
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  Test ITEMS Vkg
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JOB
- Fully proceduralized JOB aids Mha
- Hybrid JOB aids Mha
- Enriched JOB aids Mha
- JOB inventories Fimc
- JOB performance evaluation Mci
- JOB skills transfer Fik
- JOB skills training Ebv
- JOB analysis Fk
- JOB performance Mbc
- JOB classification Fki
- JOB performance feedback Fiqeq
- JOB aids Mh
- JOB performance tests Vsq
- JOB requirements Fkk
- JOB requirements determination Fkkc
- JOB satisfaction Fiqei
- JOB stress Miee
- JOB specifications Fkca
- JOB definition Fkca
- JOB enrichment Geqe
- JOB description Fkic
- JOB design Fke

JOB-BASED
- JOB-BASED training Ehj

JOB-RELATED
- JOB-RELATED effectiveness factors Fiqe
- JOB-RELATED learning Koqca

JOB-SAMPLE
- JOB-SAMPLE tests Vqig

JOBS
- Civilianization of military JOBS Fimi
- High-skill JOBS Fkic

JOINT
- JOINT military services Gcego
JUDGMENT
    Subjective JUDGMENT  Kmg

JUNGLE
    Wooded / JUNGLE environment  Wgcn

JUSTICE
    Military JUSTICE  Feu
KINESTHESIA
  KINESTHESIA Miia

KNOWLEDGE
  KNOWLEDGE acquisition Koa
  KNOWLEDGE enhancement Koa
  KNOWLEDGE representation Ksg
  KNOWLEDGE retrieval Kuka
  KNOWLEDGE engineering Kse
  Skill / KNOWLEDGE requirements Fkke

KNOWLEDGE-BASED
  KNOWLEDGE-BASED systems Ksca
  KNOWLEDGE-BASED expert systems Ksc
LABOR
  LABOR market conditions  Boe
  LABOR relations  Few
  LABOR market analysis  Bec
  LABOR union issues  Fewa
  Youth LABOR market  Becc

LABORATORY
  LABORATORY tests  Vnc

LACK
  LACK of sleep  Mioa

LADDERS
  Career LADDERS  Fcega

LAND
  LAND combat  Pomca
  LAND warfare  Pkc

LANDING
  Aircraft carrier LANDING simulation  Epie
  Aircraft LANDING  Pomei
  LANDING assault craft  Xecga

LANGUAGE
  Automated speech / LANGUAGE processing  Hek
  Interactive control LANGUAGE  Heg
  LANGUAGE skills  Sge
  LANGUAGE comprehension  Kmoc
  Natural LANGUAGE interface  Hei
  Second LANGUAGE skills  Sseg

LANGUAGES
  Computer programming LANGUAGES  Noce
  Indexing LANGUAGES  Ycc

LANTIRN
  LANTIRN  Xhcga

LAPTOP
  LAPTOP computers  Xlcka
LARGE-GROUP
   LARGE-GROUP management  Gkce

LARGE-SCREEN
   LARGE-SCREEN displays  Himi

LASER
   LASER systems  Xvq
   LASER range finders  Xct
   LASER displays  Hikg

LASERDISCS
   LASERDISCS  Ykka

LATENCY
   Response LATENCY  Mloc

LATENT
   LATENT trait theory  Vji

LATERAL
   LATERAL entry  Dbc

LAUNCH
   Aircraft LAUNCH  Pomeg
   Rocket LAUNCH systems  Xge
   Weapon firing / LAUNCH  Prg

LAW
   LAW enforcement skills  Skm

LAYOUT
   Control panel LAYOUT  Hggc

LCD
   LCD  Hikpa

LEADERS
   LEADERS  Rfi

LEADERSHIP
   LEADERSHIP techniques  Gesg
   LEADERSHIP effectiveness  Gesic
   LEADERSHIP models  Vhdcg
   LEADERSHIP development  Gesc
   LEADERSHIP  Ges
   LEADERSHIP performance prediction  Gesie
   LEADERSHIP theories  Gesk
   LEADERSHIP styles  Gese
   LEADERSHIP assessment  Gesi
LEADERSHIP skills  Scm
LEADERSHIP potential  Gesm

LEARNER-CENTERED
LEARNER-CENTERED instruction  Ehga

LEARNING
Distance LEARNING  Ehq
Experience-based LEARNING  Koqc
LEARNING strategies  Koe
LEARNING rate  Kom
LEARNING theory  Koc
LEARNING processes  Kog
LEARNING Ko
LEARNING difficulties  Koo
LEARNING styles  Koi
LEARNING ability  Kok
Job-related LEARNING  Koqca
Skills LEARNING  Koy

LEAVE
Maternity LEAVE  Fgkc
LEAVE  Fgk

LECTURE
LECTURE instruction  Ehca

LEG
LEG extension  Mkcea

LEGIBILITY
Display LEGIBILITY  Higec

LEVEL
Education LEVEL  Rro
LEVEL of experience  Rt
LEVEL of command  Rf

LEVELS
Automation LEVELS  Tgqc
Occupational grades / skill LEVELS  Fime

LHX
LHX Light Helicopter Experimental  Xfea

LIFE
LIFE support systems / equipment  Xtq
LIFE cycle costs  Vfei
Quality of work LIFE  Geoe
LIGHT
LHX LIGHT Helicopter Experimental Xfea

LIGHT-ARMORED
LIGHT-ARMORED vehicles Xdccc

LIGHTING
Artificial LIGHTING Welg
Control-display LIGHTING Hkg
LIGHTING Wela

LIKENESS
Maximum LIKENESS models Vht

LIMB
LIMB extension Mkce

LIMITATIONS
Performance LIMITATIONS Mee

LINE-OF-SIGHT
LINE-OF-SIGHT systems Xcm

LINEAR
LINEAR programming Vfma

LINGUISTIC
LINGUISTIC skills Sgea

LINGUISTS
LINGUISTS Rok

LINKED
LINKED simulators Epxa

LINKS
Data LINKS Kjge

LIQUID
LIQUID crystal displays Hikp

LISTENING
LISTENING skills Sie

LISTINGS
LISTINGS / indexes Yce

LITERACY
LITERACY skills Sgea
LITERATURE
  LITERATURE reviews  Vcq

LIVE
  LIVE equipment training  Eht

LIVE-FIRE
  LIVE-FIRE training  Ehta

LLLTV
  LLLTV displays  Hkle

LOADING
  LOADING equipment  Xrkg
  Task LOADING  Tgk

LOCAL
  State / LOCAL governments  Gcg

LOCATION
  Display LOCATION  Hiq
  Geographic LOCATION  Ru
  LOCATION guarantees  Cgie

LOGICAL
  LOGICAL inference  Kmgca

LOGISTICS
  LOGISTICS systems  Xrk
  LOGISTICS support  Pwe

LONG-TERM
  LONG-TERM memory  Kug

LONGITUDINAL
  LONGITUDINAL studies  Vck

LOSS
  Body heat LOSS  Miegca
  Hearing LOSS  Micga
  LOSS of consciousness  Mig
  Manpower LOSS forecasting  Beeg

LOSSES
  Personnel gains / LOSSES  Fei

LOW
  LOW altitude  Weic
LOW-ALTITUDE
LOW-ALTITUDE flight systems  Xfmi

LOW-FREQUENCY
LOW-FREQUENCY noise  Weqc
LOW-FREQUENCY vibration  Wesc

LOYALTY
Group LOYALTY  Ggcca

LUMINANCE
Display LUMINANCE  Higa

LUMINESCENCE
LUMINESCENCE  Wela
MACHINE
  MACHINE guns Xcs

MACHINERY
  MACHINERY / tools Xrc

MAGAZINES
  Newspapers / MAGAZINES Yeg

MAGNETIC
  MAGNETIC detection Xhci

MAGNIFICATION
  Display image MAGNIFICATION Higga

MAIL
  Electronic MAIL Xkekc

MAINFRAME
  MAINFRAME computers Xlce

MAINTAINABILITY
  System / equipment MAINTAINABILITY Hqgg

MAINTENANCE
  Computer system MAINTENANCE Nme
  Computer-based MAINTENANCE training Eje
  Health MAINTENANCE programs Fmgi
  Electronics MAINTENANCE skills Skce
  Facilities MAINTENANCE Hsg
  Electronics MAINTENANCE Pwcc
  Equipment MAINTENANCE requirements Hqggca
  Facilities MAINTENANCE systems Xpe
  Facilities MAINTENANCE skills Skcc
  MAINTENANCE / troubleshooting aids Mhc
  MAINTENANCE trainers / simulators Epk
  MAINTENANCE personnel Roq
  MAINTENANCE / materiel management systems Pwee
  MAINTENANCE / repair Pwc
  MAINTENANCE diagnostics Xpca
  Mechanical MAINTENANCE skills Skcg
  MAINTENANCE skills Skc
  MAINTENANCE systems / equipment Xp
MAINTENANCE training Ebu
Software MAINTENANCE Noe
Skill MAINTENANCE training Ebvc
System MAINTENANCE requirements Hpqgc
Training systems MAINTENANCE Euci

MAKING
Decision MAKING Kp
Operational decision MAKING Kpi
Strategic decision MAKING Kpie
Tactical decision MAKING Kpie

MALADAPTIVE
MALADAPTIVE behavior Fo

MALE-FEMALE
MALE-FEMALE mix Ggec

MALES
MALES Rre

MAN-COMPUTER
MAN-COMPUTER communication Hea
MAN-COMPUTER interface He

MAN-IN-THE-LOOP
MAN-IN-THE-LOOP Hcea

MAN-MACHINE
MAN-MACHINE communication Hcea
MAN-MACHINE integration Hcea
MAN-MACHINE tradeoffs Hcoa
MAN-MACHINE interface Hce

MAN-PORTABLE
MAN-PORTABLE systems Xwia

MAN-RATED
MAN-RATED Hqco

MAN-SOFTWARE
MAN-SOFTWARE tradeoffs Hcoa

MANAGEMENT
Battle MANAGEMENT Pok
Airbattle MANAGEMENT Poka
Attrition MANAGEMENT information systems Bgke
Career MANAGEMENT Fcg
Body waste MANAGEMENT systems Xtm
Battlefield MANAGEMENT Poka
MANAGERIAL
  MANAGERIAL potential Gkgc

MANEUVERING
  Platform MANEUVERING Pomi

MANIPULATION
  Data MANIPULATION Nk

MANIPULATORS
  Robotic MANIPULATORS Xmg
  Remote MANIPULATORS Xmi

MANNED
  MANNED systems Xvi

MANNEQUINS
  MANNEQUINS Xwoca

MANNING
  Essential MANNING Feeka
  MANNING reduction Feek
  MANNING determination Feeca
  MANNING effectiveness Feee
  MANNING requirements Feec
  Position MANNING Fee

MANPOWER
  Health MANPOWER Roxa
  Health MANPOWER utilization Fmkc
  MANPOWER management information systems Bgk
  MANPOWER management evaluation Bgg
  MANPOWER planning Be
  MANPOWER policies Bc
  MANPOWER management Bg
  MANPOWER management techniques Bge
  MANPOWER pool Beia
  MANPOWER models Vhmc
  MANPOWER readiness Pxeea
  MANPOWER supply Bei
  MANPOWER utilization systems Bgcc
  MANPOWER availability Beia
  MANPOWER shortages Begc
  MANPOWER utilization Bgc
  MANPOWER data Bq
  MANPOWER availability factors Bo
  MANPOWER loss forecasting Beeg
  MANPOWER mobilization Bka
  MANPOWER forecasting Bee
  MANPOWER demand Bega
Marginal MANPOWER utilization  Bgce
MANPOWER capability  Bia
MANPOWER allocation  Bgca
MANPOWER requirements  Beg
MANPOWER  B
Nonunit MANPOWER  Reo

MANUAL
MANUAL weapon systems  Xvc
MANUAL dexterity  Mnce
MANUAL control  Hgec

MANUALS
Guides / MANUALS  Yee
Training MANUALS  Ele
Technical MANUALS  Yeec

MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURING systems  Xrg

MAP
MAP / chart reading skills  Semk

MAPPING
Cognitive MAPPING  Kmi
Graphics / MAPPING software  Noo

MAPS
MAPS  Yge
Terrain MAPS  Ygec

MARGINAL
MARGINAL mental ability  Kmmg
MARGINAL manpower utilization  Bgce

MARINE
MARINE environment  Wgci
MARINE Corps  Gcegi

MARKET
Labor MARKET analysis  Bec
Labor MARKET conditions  Boe
MARKET analysis  Beca
Youth labor MARKET  Becc

MARKMANKSHIP
MARKMANKSHIP skills  Semi

MARTIAL
Court MARTIAL  Feua
MASKS
Breathing MASKS Xtkc
Gas MASKS Xtkca
Face MASKS Xtk
Oxygen MASKS Xtkca

MATCHING
Person-job MATCHING Dgce

MATERIALS
Audio-visual MATERIALS Yk
Hazardous MATERIALS Wcrm
Instructional MATERIALS Ela
Instructor MATERIALS Elq
Multimedia MATERIALS Ym
Print MATERIALS Ye
Promotional MATERIALS Yw
Rater / evaluator MATERIALS Vxg
Screen MATERIALS Hiiea
Training support MATERIALS Ela
Training aids / MATERIALS effectiveness Ewkm
Training aids / MATERIALS adaptation Els
Training MATERIALS Ela
Written MATERIALS Yea

MATERIEL
MATERIEL management Pweca
Maintenance / MATERIEL management systems Pwee

MATERNITY
MATERNITY benefits Fgecc
MATERNITY leave Fgkc

MATHEMATICAL
MATHEMATICAL models Vho
MATHEMATICAL skills Sgc

MATRIX
MATRIX displays Hime

MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM likelihood models Vht

MBO
MBO Gkcca

MEAL
MEAL expenses Fgeua
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MEASUREMENT
  Human performance MEASUREMENT  Mc

MEASUREMENTS
  Anthropometric MEASUREMENTS  Mk

MEASURES
  Biochemical procedures / MEASURES  Mvg
  Biophysiological procedures / techniques / MEASURES  Mv
  Biomagnetic procedures / MEASURES  Mve
  Bioelectrical procedures / MEASURES  Mvc
  Disciplinary MEASURES  Feuc
  Productivity MEASURES  Gicg
  Psychophysiological procedures / MEASURES  Mvi

MECHANICAL
  MECHANICAL maintenance skills  Skcg

MECHANICS
  MECHANICS  Rop

MEDIA
  Broadcast MEDIA  Ys
  MEDIA / documents  Y

MEDICAL
  Combat MEDICAL care  Fmeg
  Fleet MEDICAL care  Fmec
  Field MEDICAL care  Fmee
  MEDICAL personnel  Roxa
  MEDICAL benefits  Fgeca
  MEDICAL technican skills  Skg
  MEDICAL procedures / diagnosis  Mvk
  MEDICAL education programs  Ese

MEMORY
  MEMORY enhancement  Kui
  MEMORY processes  Kuc
  MEMORY  Ku
  Long-term MEMORY  Kug
  Short-term MEMORY  Kue

MEN
  MEN  Rrea

MENTAL
  MENTAL models  Vhdca
  MENTAL illness  Mkk
  MENTAL ability tests  Vsc
  MENTAL processing  Kmga
MENTAL ability
MENTAL imagery
MENTAL health programs/services
MENTAL workload
Marginal MENTAL ability

MENTORING
MENTORING

MERGING
Database MERGING
File MERGING

MERIT
MERIT systems/principles
MERIT pay

MESSAGE
MESSAGE systems

METHODS
Attitudes toward training
Alternative training
Computer-aided systems/METHODS
Data collection
Cueing
Instructional methods
Instructional approaches/METHODS
Quantitative
Testing
Training evaluation

METRICS
Display METRICS

MICROCHIP
MICROCHIP records

MICROCOMPUTERS
MICROCOMPUTERS

MICROFICHE
MICROFICHE

MICROFORMS
MICROFORMS

MICROPHOTOGRAPHS
MICROPHOTOGRAPHS
MILITARY
Attitudes toward MILITARY service Mfep
Attitudes toward MILITARY benefits Mfer
Civilization of MILITARY jobs Fimi
Dual MILITARY career couples Rri
MILITARY capability Bia
MILITARY doctrine Pg
MILITARY exchanges Fgew
MILITARY preparedness Px
MILITARY police Rqma
MILITARY threat analysis Pika
MILITARY missions Pm
MILITARY career development programs Fccc
MILITARY justice Feu
MILITARY classification codes Dee
MILITARY Occupational Specialties Deee
MILITARY crisis management Pim
MILITARY Screening Inventory Vuq
MILITARY intelligence Poc
MILITARY skills Se
MILITARY personnel Rb
MILITARY brigs Feua
Joint MILITARY services Gcego
MILITARY operations Po
MILITARY roles in society Fqkc
MILITARY families Rxa
Reserve MILITARY forces Gcegm

MILITARY-CIVILIAN
MILITARY-CIVILIAN mix Bmg

MINE
MINE warfare Pkq
MINE detection Pkqc
MINE countermeasures Pkqe

MINIATURE
MINIATURE computers Xlck
MINIATURE displays Himk

MINICOMPUTERS
MINICOMPUTERS Xlcg

MINISTRY
Unit MINISTRY team Rqic

MINORITIES
Attitudes of MINORITIES Mfef
Attitudes toward MINORITIES Mfeg
MINORITIES Rrk
MINUTEMAN
MINUTEMAN  Xcia

MIS
MIS  Ncga

MISSILE
MISSILE defense  Pek

MISSILES
MISSILES  Xci

MISSION
MISSION analysis  Pmea
MISSION performance  Pmi
MISSION evaluation  Pmic
MISSION requirements  Pmc
MISSION rehearsal  Epcca
MISSION planning / preparation  Pme
Systems by MISSION  Xw

MISSIONS
Military MISSIONS  Pm
Strategic MISSIONS  Pnm
Space MISSIONS  Pmo
Tactical MISSIONS  Pmk

MIX
Active-reserve MIX  Bmc
Combat-support MIX  Bme
Military-civilian MIX  Bmg
Male-female MIX  Ggec
Occupational / career MIX  Bmq
Officer-enlisted MIX  Bmi
Skills / experience MIX  Ggeg
Racial / ethnic MIX  Ggee

MOBILITY
Body MOBILITY  Mkek
Upward MOBILITY  Fcmc

MOBILIZATION
Civilian MOBILIZATION  Bke
Industrial MOBILIZATION  Bkc
Manpower MOBILIZATION  Bka
MOBILIZATION  Bk
MOBILIZATION planning  Bkg
MOBILIZATION exercises  Ebme
MOCKUPS

MODE

MODEL

MODELING

MODELS
Scale MODELS Vhva
Terrain MODELS Vhj
Training MODELS Vhdi
Utility MODELS Vfem

MODERNIZATION
   System MODERNIZATION Hqec

MODES
   Display sense MODES Hio

MODIFICATION
   Behavior MODIFICATION Ehr
   System MODIFICATION Hqe

MONITORING
   Career MONITORING / tracking Fcge
   Brain MONITORING Moe
   Performance MONITORING McM
   Psychomotor MONITORING Mne

MONTE
   MONTE Carlo procedures Vgea

MORAL
   MORAL / ethical issues Fqm

MORALE
   MORALE Fiqcc

MOS
   MOS Deeea

MOTION
   Body MOTION Mii
   MOTION sensors Xhck
   MOTION Weo
   MOTION simulation / simulators Epo
   MOTION sickness Mliec
   Target MOTION Puo

MOTIVATION
   Career MOTIVATION Fcic
   MOTIVATION Fiqeg

MOTOR
   MOTOR skills Scka
   MOTOR performance Mnca
MOTORIZED
MOTORIZED infantry Rhce

MOUNTAIN
MOUNTAIN environment Wgce

MOVEMENT
Career MOVEMENT Fegg
Head MOVEMENT Mtc
Eye MOVEMENT Mleg
Restricted body MOVEMENT Mis

MSI
MSI Vuqa

MULTI-MISSION
MULTI-MISSION aircraft Xfi

MULTI-SENSORY
MULTI-SENSORY information processing Mlm
MULTI-SENSORY displays Hiog

MULTIMEDIA
MULTIMEDIA training Ehnl
MULTIMEDIA materials Ym
MULTIMEDIA interface MIma

MULTIPLE
MULTIPLE displays Himm
MULTIPLE tasks Tgke
MULTIPLE regression analysis Vfccga
MULTIPLE data sources Kjg

MULTIPLE-SENSORY
MULTIPLE-SENSORY inputs Kle

MULTIVARIATE
MULTIVARIATE analysis Vfccga

MUNITIONS
MUNITIONS management / disposal Prca

MUSCULOSKELETAL
MUSCULOSKELETAL system / processes Mt
IN NAMED
NAMED tests  Vu

NAP-OF-THE-EARTH
NAP-OF-THE-EARTH  Pomic

NASA
NASA  Gcema

NATIONAL
NATIONAL Guard  Gcegg
NATIONAL security  Peg
NATIONAL Aeronautics and Space Administration  Gcem

NATO
NATO countries  Gcecc

NATURAL
NATURAL environment  Wgc
NATURAL language interface  Hei

NAVAL
NAVAL warfare  Pke

NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION skills  Seo
NAVIGATION systems / equipment  Xj
NAVIGATION trainer  Epqe
Surface NAVIGATION skills  Seoc

NAVIGATORS
NAVIGATORS  Rob

NAVY
NAVY  Gcegg
NAVY Enlisted Classification  Deeg

NBC
NBC warfare  Pkma

NBC-PROTECTIVE
NBC-PROTECTIVE clothing  Xtcn
NCOS
   NCOS  Rbiea

NEC
   NEC  Deega

NEEDS
   Training NEEDS  Edea

NETWORKED
   NETWORKED simulation  Epx

NETWORKING
   Simulation NETWORKING  Epxa

NETWORKS
   Computer NETWORKS  Ngea
   NETWORKS  Ngea
   Neural NETWORKS  Ksm
   Organizational communication NETWORKS  Gege

NEURAL
   NEURAL processes  Moca
   NEURAL networks  Ksm

NEUROLOGICAL
   NEUROLOGICAL system  Mo
   NEUROLOGICAL functions  Moa

NEUROMUSCULAR
   NEUROMUSCULAR functions / processes  Mna

NEWSPAPERS
   NEWSPAPERS / magazines  Yeg

NHRIS
   NHRIS  Fsca

NIGHT
   F-117 NIGHT Hawk  Xfcca
   NIGHT vision  Mlemc
   NIGHT vision goggles  Xhic
   NIGHT vision systems  Xhi
   NIGHT operations  Poi

NOE
   NOE  Pomica
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NOISE
  Background NOISE  Klia
  High-frequency NOISE  Weqe
  Low-frequency NOISE  Weqc
  NOISE  Weq
  Visual display NOISE  Higea

NONCOGNITIVE
  NONCOGNITIVE predictors  Vwe
  NONCOGNITIVE skills  Scka

NONCOMMISSIONED
  NONCOMMISSIONED officers  Rbie

NONGRADUATE
  High school NONGRADUATE  Rroc

NONMILITARY
  NONMILITARY operations  Pp
  NONMILITARY threat analysis  Pika

NONPRIOR
  NONPRIOR service recruits  Rece

NONTRADITIONAL
  NONTRADITIONAL skills  Sci

NONUNIT
  NONUNIT manpower  Reo

NONVERBAL
  NONVERBAL tests  Vqo

NORMS
  Test NORMS  Vkk

NOTEBOOK
  NOTEBOOK computers  Xlcka

NOVICES
  NOVICES  Rtc

NUCLEAR
  NUCLEAR safety  Wck
  NUCLEAR hazards  Wcrca
  NUCLEAR systems  Xvg
  NUCLEAR warfare  Pkma
  NUCLEAR / biological / chemical warfare  Pkma
OBJECT-ORIENTED
OBJECT-ORIENTED programming Nocg

OBJECTIVES
Management by OBJECTIVES Gkcc
Organizational goals / OBJECTIVES Gek
Performance OBJECTIVES Mcc
Personal goals / OBJECTIVES Fiqci

OBSERVATIONS
Direct OBSERVATIONS Vceec
OBSERVATIONS Vce
Videotaped OBSERVATIONS Vcee

OBSERVERS
Forward OBSERVERS Rhci

OBsolescence
Equipment OBsolescence Hqka
Skill OBsolescence Fcei
System OBsolescence Hqk

OCCUPATIONAL
Air Force Vocational and OCCUPATIONAL Interest Inventory Vue
Military OCCUPATIONAL Specialties Dece
OCCUPATIONAL / career mix Bmq
OCCUPATIONAL analysis Fi
OCCUPATIONAL analysis techniques Fic
OCCUPATIONAL skills Sk
OCCUPATIONAL information systems Fcki
OCCUPATIONAL databases Fio
OCCUPATIONAL structures Fim
OCCUPATIONAL imbalance Fecca
OCCUPATIONAL grades / skill levels Fime
OCCUPATIONAL counseling Fcka
OCCUPATIONAL structuring programs Fimg
OCCUPATIONAL safety Wcia
OCCUPATIONAL differences Fie
OCCUPATIONAL health Fmc
OCCUPATIONAL effectiveness Fiq
OCCUPATIONAL hazards Wcr
OE
OE skills  Siga

OFF-THE-SHELF
OFF-THE-SHELF software  Noi

OFFENSIVE
OFFENSIVE operations  Pog

OFFICE
OFFICE automation  Hme
OFFICE of Personnel Management  Geek

OFFICER
Air Force OFFICER Qualifying Test  Vuc
OFFICER candidate training  Ebdc
OFFICER candidates  Rbe
OFFICER training  Ebd

OFFICER-ENLISTED
OFFICER-ENLISTED mix  Bmi

OFFICERS
Commanding OFFICERS  Rfg
Commissioned OFFICERS  Rbca
OFFICERS  Rbc
Petty OFFICERS  Rbic
Noncommissioned OFFICERS  Rbie
Warrant OFFICERS  Rbg

OH-58
OH-58 Scout  Xfea

OLFACTORY
OLFACTORY perception  Mlgc
OLFACTORY system  Mlg

ON-BOARD
ON-BOARD training  Eboa

ON-SITE
ON-SITE repairs  Pwce
ON-SITE training  Ebo
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